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Dishonesty case policy adopted
(Editor's note: The University Is
now functioning under an Academic Honesty Policy, passed and approved by both Faculty Senate and
Student Council In October.
Until this document no official
statement on the subject of academic honesty existed on this campus.
The story on this page explains
the past history and present Implications of this policy.
See page four for the complete
statement.)
A definite policy to be followed
In cases of accused dishonesty has
recently been passed and approved
by both the Faculty Senate and Stu-

DECORATING-Steve Garner finishes the front window display
in the Chamber of Commerce building on Vfooster Street for the
Wood County Tuberculosis and clealth Association.
Photo by
Kathy Gaetz.

dent Council In October. Previously no official statement on the
subject existed on this campus.
The policy Is a product of studies
that started In 1966. An experimental statement was In effect
during the 1967-68 academic year.
Although the effectiveness of the
policy has not yet been established "at least we've given some
guidelines," stated Dr. J. Frederick l.eetch, chairman of the
Academic Honesty Committee.
The policy Is valuable for the
student to look at so that he
knows his rights as well as the
penalties he Is subject to If he
Is accused of cheating," he continued.

Under the policy, the Academic
Honesty Committee, whichlscomposed of both Senate members and
students, forms the appellate body
for cases of academic dishonesty.
For example, If an Instructor falls
a student for cheating, the student could make an appeal to the
com nlttee for a hearing.
Last year the committee received
two appeals, and In both Instances
stances the penalty that had been
Imposed was reduced.
Dr. l.eetch hopes that discussions concerning student-faculty
dlsucsslons on honesty, and suggested methods of removing temptations to cheat will arise.
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'Round table' hears discrimination, housing complaints
By BR..AN STEFFENS
Staff Writer
Discrimination In the City of
Bowling Green, and student gripes
on off-campus housing were the
main topics of discussion at Wednesday's meeting of the Town and
Student Roundtable.
The cost of off-campus housing
In Bowling Green Is not exceptionally high, maintained Robert
Baron, member of the Bowling
Green Exchange Club.
Rental fees for apartments In
Bowling Green are usually lower
than similar complexes in Perry sburg or Maumee, and are about
the same as apartment complexes
in Toledo, according to Baron.
Other problems concerning off
campus housing included the gripes
of all the students present concerning the deposits made to apartment complex landlords. Many Instances were cited where students
left their apartment In fine shape,
in some cases In better shape
than they received it, and were

McGovern's
here at 8 p.m.
Senator George S. McGovern, who tried to win this
year's Democratic presidential nomination, will speak
tonight in the Grand Ballroom
of the University Union, at 8. :
He will be the fourth In
the "Youth and New Politics"
series.

still charged large fees for cleanup which was taken out of their
deposit.

The main complaint expressed
by the students was that the decision Is entirely up to the land-

Beer petition to go
toadministration
By JOE RIEMAN
Staff Writer
A petition calling for administrative action on the matter of beer
on campus was passed last night by the Men's Inter-Residence Hall
Council (MIRHC) and will be circulated In the men's dormitories
this week.
MIRHC representatives will give copies of the petition to the wing
representatives In each men's residence hall, and they In turn will
take the document around to the students they represent.
The petition states: "We the undersigned, as a collective body of
students, strongly recommend that since the Issue of beer on campus
has been before the administration for a substantial length of Urn'},
a decision on this Issue should be
rendered by the Board of Trustees to the student body by Feb- will discuss the agenda for their
ruary 1, 1969."
January meeting, and MIRHC memAttached to the MIRHC petition bers wish to have their petitions
will be a copy of the Student Coun- In the Board's hands by the Decil beer bill favoring 3.2 per
cenber "get-together."
MIRHC representatives discent beer on campus. This bill
was passed unanimously on March cussed Including copies of the beer
survey of November 9, 1967 with
9, 1967, and has been before the
Board of Trustees since that time. the petition, but scrapped the move
MIRHC officials hope to have due to the large student turn-over
the petitions returned to them by since the clrculaton of the poll.
In last year's survey, 58 per
next Monday so that the Trustees
will be able to consider the pro- cent of the students voting wanted
beer somewhere on campus, and
posal at their next meeting.
The Board Is scheduled to meet 51 per cent of those favoring the
for a workshop session during the idea wanted the beer sold In the
Christmas break, Just prior to Rathskeller.
A little over half the student
their regular meeting In early January.
body at that time, or 7181, exDuring the workshop the Board
pressed their opinion on the issue,

Gov. Rhodes to cut 1-75 ribbon
By PETE BROMLEY
One result of the extended highand JAMES JOHNSON
way wlU be to quiet the noisy
Staff Writers
Route 25 of its heavy traffic, since
Bowling Green will become the trucks and non-local vehicles wUl
last city In Ohio to be bypassed now bypass Bowling Green.
by the new Interstate Route 75 when
And, Chief Nicholson points out
the new stretch of road is opened another major consequence of the
Friday, Dec. 13.
new road. "As of November 30,
The ribbon - cutting ceremony, we have had 812 accidents, the overat which Gov. James A. Rhodes whelming majority of them occuris scheduled to preside, is to take ring on route 25. The extension
place beneath the Route 6 over- of 1-75 will definitely relieve a terpass. The new segment of 1-75 rific amDunt of through traffic and
In this area runs from State Route consequently wlU significantly de582 to the Cygnet Road interchange. crease the number of accidents."
The police chief also added that
Although the ceremony Is not to
take place for another week, the It will at last settle an age-old
comment of Bowling Green Police complaint of both the residents and
Chief Milton J. Nicholson Tuescollege students of Bowling Greenday was: "Let's cut the ribbon the unbearable noise from the
tonlghtl"
trucks during all hours of the night.

The road-opening ceremonies,
being sponsored by the Bowling
Green Chamber of Commerce, wlU
be held some three months later
than originally scheduled. According to Donald Chrlstensen, head
construction engineer for the State
Highway Department In North Western Ohio, work was to have
been completed by early September of this year.
The original contract had a deadline date of November 30 of this
year, with all work expected to
be finished well before this date.
However, a series of strikes during prime working time halted work
for as long as six weeks at one
period. A ireneral labor strike ln(Contlnued on page 10)

lord and the student has no recourse other than to take It to
small claims court, which would
probably result In more expense
than the fee they would be arguing against.
Another complaint lodged by one
of the students was that many of
the dwellings were In bad condition and did not have adequate safety features and protection.
Mayor Sklbble pointed out that
the Wood County Investigating team
for housing Is understaffed and
cannot Investigate dwellings unless
a complaint Is filed.
The mayor did suggest, however,
that landlords be licensed, meeting
cergaln requirements covering
health and safety, thus having some
control on conditions. These licenses could then be revoked If the
standards were not met.
Students also stated they cannot reasonably be expected to
maintain their residence In Bowling Green for the whole year. A
related problem expressed was
that most leases prohibit subleasing for the summer. The apartment complexes that do allow
subleasing charge an extra monthly fee for the entire year.
Local discrimination toward
foreign students In renting dwellings, especially negroes, was discussed by this group of townspeople and students.

Marcello Mariaca, representative of foreign students, said that
landlords usually did rent their
dwellings once they were aware
that a foreigner, and not an American, was Involved.
The panel agreed that the problem of discrimination here affected
the American Negro more than the
foreign student. The city has set
up a Human Relations Com mission,
and President Jerome has authorized a University commission
dealing specifically with racial
problems concerning housing, reported Mayor F. Gus Sklbble.
Members of the Human Relations
Committee present last night said
that all problems concerning discrimination that have been taken
to them, have presently been
solved.
Many students read In discrimination when It does not actually
exist, they said.
During the discussion It was
noted that the landlords need to
be educated as to the Civil Rights
Laws In Ohio.
A representative of the city clergy stated that the churches as a
body In Bowling Green have not
done anything with the racial discrimination problem. However, he
said the individual ministers do
work quietly behind the scenes.

Shatzel's future doubtful
By HOWARD CLEVELAND
Assistant Issue Editor
The question of whether or not Shatzel and Williams Halls will
be returned to their paststatusof dormitories remains unanswered.
An investigation of Shatzel Hall is presently being conducted.
A committee headed by Eugene F. Beatty, director of building
facilities, is now in the process of seeing what will have to be done
to the building to make It suitable for a residence hall.
"Nothing definite has been done yet In making the decision. A
committee is deciding what has to be done to the building; then
there will be a cost estimate made," said Beatty. He added that
his committee would not make the final decision.
He said that his committee would submit a report to the University Task Force Committee (a committee made up of the
chairmen of all University committees.) This committee will
make the final decision.
Beatty said that the report wiU be submitted some Urns In
January and If the buildings are to be used they would not be
In operation until next fall.
The Investigation committee Is made up of four students, two
faculty members, and three people from the administration.
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Rehumanization of our land

Bookstore-first step
A Univeraity-wide bookstore has been started this year under
the auspices of Student Council and Alpha Phi Omega, men's
service fraternity.
The general idea behind this project is to undercut the sellers
market that exists in Howling (Jreen when it comes time to buy
and sell books by establishing a single, standard price for both
buying und selling books.
For example, a book that a regular bookstore buys for S2.50 and
sells for $5.00 (that's how they do it) would be bought and sold
for $3.75, eliminating the middle man and saving each student
$1.25.
If this service is used widely by the students, it would not only
save large amounts of money for the student body as a whole
but it could place pressure on the established bookstores by denying them an important source of profits. Maybe then they would
come around and start giving equitable prices to the students.
The decentralization of this cooperative bookstore effort is
also a good idea, liulletin boards in each residence hall and in
the Commuter Center make it unnecessary to staff a bookstore in
a central locution. This procedure worked well in Anderson
Hull between semesters last year.
The entire bookstore idea is an excellent example of grass
roots work that can eliminate some of the financial pressure on
college students.
The same approach could be used to acheive more equitable
prices in other areas, also. The charges for off-campus housing
are exorbitant and the downtown merchants are not starving because of the prices they charge the students.
The methods used would have to be different, of course. It's
totally impractical to try to start cooperative clothing and drug
stores on campus.
The first step should be the formation of u student housing
union and student consumer's union. This was done at the University of Michigan with great success. They placed pressure
on merchants and landlords they thought were not giving the
students a fair deal by publicizing to the student body the culprits and urging a boycott of them. The merchants and landlords
were intransigent at first, but they are coming around now.
The only thing students have to lose is high prices.

(Editor's note: Mary Harris Is a
junior in the College of Liberal
Arts from Sondusky.
She represents Dunbor Hall in Student
Council.)

By MARY HARRIS
Student Columnist
There Is something about being mentally hung over that brings
out the poet ( or pseudo-poet ) In
me. And so I submit this to the
reader as a cliche-ridden account
of my philosophy In general terms.
But It Is a faithful account.
You know, many times I have
sat within my dorm room and
experienced deep frustration: the
very dimensions and physical limitations of the room are frightening. Four walls, a celling, the
floor. All of them enclosing and
restraining forces. Painted with a
cheap brand of lnstltutlon-colorec
paint, the room Is dull, dreary,
and the cold heatlng/llght fixtures
almost a relief.
Sometimes I can almost fancy
Iron bars In the standardized window frame just above my scratched
metal bed. So my mind Is relieved when my eyes rest on my
Jefferson Airplane poster and
wooden carvings—especially ships:
they have substance to them.
The room does not end with the
physical dimensions of cold steel
and concrete however, it Is not
limited to one place. The Room
(s all around us — we are an Institutionalized society. Institutions
have been created by modern man,
the modern Prometheus, the organizational man.
And the two most terrible Institutions of thought are race prejudice and nationalism. Since birth,
we are instilled with a curious

Population explosion woes
By BILL MOES
Issue Editor

A rising death rate

The most likely way to Increase
the death rate is through famine.
At present we are at our maximum
While the space race pace picks food production capacity. A great
up and the Vietnam fighting at- increase In the population could
temps to slow down, the World have catastrophic results.
leaders seem to have forgotten
One agricultural expert estia major problem—one that could mated that "time of famines" to
far outweigh any other problem be 1975, when many tens of milarea In long - term significance lions will starve to death.
-the population explosion.
Plague could be another way to
While we have, through science,
rid the world of excess population,
lowered the death rate among the Should a man-made germ escape
world- s population, we have failed from a biological warfare lab,
to decrease the birth rate. The Homo Sapiens could cease to exist.
world's population Is doubling
The final method of death conevery 35 years at present rates.
In underdeveloped countries, the trol Is thermonuclear war.
This could give us an Instant
rate is even worse. Columbia
It could
has a growth rate that will double solution, world-wide.
that country's population In the end our present problem and solve
next 22 years!
the possibility of this kind of proTo simply maintain the present blem for the foreseeable future.
level of misery In that country, It
Although the birth rate in the
would require doubling the number United States In now at record
of hospitals, churches, schools,
lows, at only 16 per thousand per
water and sewage systems, farms,
year, the death rate Is down to
as well as doubling the number of nine per thousand per year.
human resources such as doctors
What's being done
and teachers in 22 years.
But, logically, It seems unlikely
Family planning was once
that Columbia will double its prethought to be the answer. This,
sent 20 million population by 1990. unfortunately, does not bring about
We have only a limited number ol population control, only control of
people that the Earth can feed. Individual families based on the
Even today, between one and two number of children the parents feel
billion of the three and a half they can support.
billion people In the world are
Our desperate attempts to inundernourished or malnourished.
crease food yields has only manIf we do not find a way to slow aged to deplete our soil and to
the birth rate, there seems little poison the ecological systems on
that can be done to prevent a which depends our survival.
rise in the death rate.
While we may have increased
Should leaders like Pope Paul the yields In the short run, the
VI stand In the way of measures net result will be to decrease the
to bring down the birth rate, they yields In the long run.
must accept the blame for the InPossible world leaders In the
evitable Increase in the death rate.
humanitarian area, such as the

Catholic church, have maintained
a backward and reactionary attitude that can, quite simply, result
in mass extermination of the human
race.
It's time to act

No longer can we sit back,
waiting for the other guy to take
care of the problem. We must
minimize the damage that will be
done, for it now seems too late
to survive unhurt.
We must treat its cause, not
just the symptoms of the population explosion.
Man's use of birth control, definite and effective limitations on
family size in each country of the
world and the realization that the
time for action has come, will be
needed before we are able to control our environmental numbers
to a degree sufficient to Insure
our continued habitation of this
planet.
Paul R. Erllch. professor of
biology at Stanford University,
summed up the attitude toward
population control this way: "America today reminds me of the
fabled man who jumped off the top
of a fifty-story building. As he
passed the second floor, he was
heard to say, "Things have gone
pretty well so far."
The News welcomes letters to
the editor. Letters should be
typewritten and signed by the
author and carry his typewritten
name, address and phone number.
As many letters as possible
will be published within the
limits of space, good taste and
laws of libel. The News reserves
the right to edit letters more than
300 words in length.

mixture of thought patterns (depending on our racial background
and political orientation) which have
subtly undercut our Innate desire
for and love of our fellow man.
And, ultimately, freedom of the
human soul to express its opinion, regardless of society's demands/expectations, will be forfeited.
Perhaps you have tired of this
rhetoric by now and have decided
that the classified ads would be
more entertaining, and have decided to Hip the page. OK. Flip.
But don't you see what is happening?
We are afraid to reach out to
other persons. We mistrust, hate,
fear, and end up leaving the party
of life too soon, withdrawing into
a cold Isolationist existence. And
while we are at the party, we
must drink ourselves Into oblivion
to remove the sickness of institutionalized thought. But I believe
there Is another way, guaranteed
free of hangovers and hangups.
As human beings, especially In
this supposed "land of the free,"
we must break away from these
Institutionalized thought patterns
to explore our own INDIVIDUAL
long-forgotten souls. And this is

the first step on freeing ourselves
from the desperate situation in
which we are currently enmeshed.
We must relearn how to relate
to each other. Hmm.sounds like
she's giving us a sermon, now,
you say. Maybe. Maybe not. Hate
fear, prejudice. All cliches, but
all realities that either will triumph over human concern and understanding or be triumphed over.
We must discard our mental
shells of unconcern. You see, we' re
all cast adrift in the same leaky
boat of life's uncertainties, and unless we recognize our common tragedy as men, we will be swamped
and drowned together. And the word
is LOVE — so much abused by
plastic weekend lovers and those
pasty marshmallows called politicians.
Love is real — it exists in
every human mind, but it must
be cultivated and nourished properly. Love may assume the form
of a smile, a sincere greeting,
a kiss — tokens of love. But
true concern (love) must be an
Integral part of the human soul.
We must maintain enough understanding of the basically tragic condition of all men to love: it is
the sole hope for the rehumanization of our troubled land.

letters to the editor
Theft complaint
I would like to direct my disappointment toward an aspect which
applies to our entire campus: Stealing.
Far too much stealing Is taking
place. It is such a bummer for
EVERYONE to ALWAYS have to
lock or guard lockers, buildings,
books, doors, clothing, etc., In order to avoid the anguish of losing
ANY PART of one's posesslons.
Is it necessary?
Walk down any wing of any dorm
sometime and try the doors. Isn't
it too bad that people don't trust
others! If you notice something
is missing, why do you FIRST
of all say "someone has stolen
from me" rather than thinking
maybe you lost, misplaced, or lent
It to someone yourself?
On Tues. morning (11/12) at
10:30, after having taken a shower following my H.P.E. class, I
noticed someone standing In front
of my open locker. When I approached, he mumbled "excuseme" and taking his hand off my
locker, hurriedly left.
I immediately found that my wallet was missing. I ran after him
although not far. (I was naked.)
I am interested in discovering
why "X man" would want to act
as he did. Did he feel so In-

secure that he had to bolster his
conscience by stealing? Belongings
present in the wallet ( as he now
knows) are only of use to me.
I need them. If this person's behavior is recognized as being at
all typical of the total conception
of people on campus, what happens?
I don't see why people accept so
much stealing. Do you like to live
this way? When someone has a
"good chance" to take something,
(anything), why should he even think
of it? Because that's the way people
are. Too bad.
Kirk McFarland
252 Rodgers

Columnists wanted
The BG News Is looking for
columnists.
If you'd like to write an opinion
:olumn for the campus newspaper,
ilmply submit the TYPED (and
ireferably triple spaced) article
X) the office anytime between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m.
The News will have no "regular" columnists as such. Each
column submitted will be Judged
on its own merits and will be
published accordingly.
Columns must be In good taste
and not infringe upon the laws of
libel in order to be considered
for printing. We reserVe the'rlghl
.to edit articles submitted.
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thomas d. hine
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Music students present opera

Toda\^f/or/d

"Amahl and the Night Visitors"
by Menottl will be performed by
members of Bowling Green's
School of Music Opera Workshop
on Dec. 6 at 1 p.m. In the School
of Music Recital Hall.
Another performance, open to
the public, will be given Dec. 7
at 7:30 p.m. also in Recital Hall.

- from the Associated Press

Justice Warren to finish term
NEW YORK - Richard M. Nixon announced yesterday that Chief
Justice Earl Warren has agreed to the president-elect's request
to preside over the Supreme Court through the end of Its current
erm next June.

Director of the program Is Miss
Edna Garabedlan who previously
taught at American University In
Washington D.C. She made her

Campaign sign spurs invitation

opera debut with the New York
Opera Company In 1964 and remained a member until 1S67. Miss
Garabedlan has also sung at the
White House for the late President
Kennedy.
Cast members Include two Bowling Green Junior High School
students, Kevin Elkum and David
Pearse, who will portray Amahl.
Evelyn Petros and Annette Skinner will be cast as the mother,
with Dennis McMaken portraying
King Melcholr. Gerry Orges and

Luther .'iberhaus will play the part
of King Kasper with Charles Srode
acting the part of King Balthazar.
Dennis Glrton will portray the
Page.
Accompanists for the performance will be Richard Cloffarl and
Thomas Boone, piano; and Belinda
Baron and Peter Ferris, oboe.
"Amahl and the Night Visitors"
Is sponsored by Faculty Wives,
Arllnes Beauty Salon, and Sigma
Alpha Iota Sorority.

Kappa

Talk It Over With
The

DESHLER, Ohio - President-elect Richard Nlxon has Invited 13-yearold Vlckl Lynne Cole and her family to the presidential Inauguration
and, in a personal letter, called Vlckl's support "Indispensable."
Vlckl carried a sign, "Bring Us Together," when Nlxon campaigned
In Deshler, Ohio. He repeated the phrase after that. A derivative,
"Forward Together," Is the official theme of Nixon's lnauuratlon.

NASA fo orbit satellite
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. - A new era In astronomy could dawn Saturday when NASA plans to orbld a new $80 million satellite to give
man his first clear look at thousands of stars and provide clues to
the origin of the universe.

Sigma

PEACE CORPS

Ice Day

Last Two Days
University Hall

postponed
until Feb. 15

campus

GRADUATING
THIS YEAR?

calendar
PHI BETA LAMBDA
Will meet today at 6:30 p.m. In
304 Hayes Hall for a Joint Christmis party with Pi Omega PI. Key
pictures will be taken.
"UP WITH PEOPLE"
Singing group will hold a meeting today at 9 p.m. In the auditorium of the Newman Center.
CIVIL SERVICE TEST
For summer employment will
be given Saturday January 11 at
8:30 a.m. In the Reading Room of
the Graduate School Building. Positions are open to undergraduates
and graduate students at both the
masters and Ph. D. levels. Candidates for the test must register
at the Placement Office sign-up
area prior to the testing date.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
W1U meet today at 6:30 p.m. In
Prout Chapel.
DELTA PHI DELTA
Will meet Friday at 9 p.m. In
the Art Building for a body painting party and to form an art guild.
DELTA PSI KAPPA
Will meet today at 4 p.m. In
the Ohio Suite of the University
Union. Ambrose Brazelton will
speak on "Teaching Elementary
Physical Education in Inter-City
Schools."
CAMPUS BRIDGE CLUB
Will hold Its last duplicate match
for this quarter on Sunday at 1:30
p.m, In the Ohio Suite of the University Union. Two trophies will
be awarded. It Is open to all Interested bridge players.

Over 40 major Toledo area firms have positions right here at home!
AMM Oaorolcal Corp., Pla.tica Di».

Octwtal Mill,, Inc.

Iha J. C. Penney Ca., Inc.

AHii Cranktftaff Corp.

Oanorel Tiro A lubber Co., Toitilaothai Oiv.

Prettolite Co, Div. of Tho litre Carp.

Tha lo»rwU*.-Aro«« Ca.

IBM Carp.

Proctor A Gambia, Inc.

Campk.ll Soup Co

Johm-Manvilla Fibar Glan, Int.

toon. Roebuck A Ca.

Central foundry Div, Gonaral Moron Carp,

TKo Kroner Co.

Standard OH Co.

Chovroiat Motor Dtv., bomral Motor* Corp.

laudo'a

Sun Oil Co.
Surface Combuilion Div., Midland-Ion

Connecticut Mutual 111* Irowronca Co.

tha Uthrop Co.

Continental Aviation A Inojlnaarlnej Corp.

libboy-Owen.f ord Co.

Toledo Civil Sarvica Cammiioiaii

Dana Corp.

The lion Storo

Tho lolodo Iditan Ca.

Dun A Iraalairool. Inc.

Monition Oil Co.

Tolod. Scale Oiv, Ralionca Elactrlc Co.

OvnHiH International

Tho National Caoh (ogiiter Co.

Tho Tolodo Treat Co.

I. I. duP.nt ajMiMMi A Co,
trnil A Irani

IK.

Ht»t National Ian. .1 Toledo

Ohio lall Telephone Ca.

Iha Tra»alan laauraaca Ca.

The Ohio Crttaam Trutt Ca.

Union Carbide Carp.
United Control Sarvicat

Owone-Cornlnf Fiberejlaa Carp.

For*) Mo**, Co.

Arthur Young A Co.

Inc.

GRADUATING NEXT YEAR? Then you'll want to take ad
vantage of the Toledo Area Chamber of Commerce's 5th
Annual "Operation Native Son" program. Like thousands of
others during the past five years, you'll find there's no easier
way to find employment close to family and friends. "Operation Native Son" has proved a successful program for everyone
concerned - graduates, parents, and employers. So successful,
it has been widely copied in major cities around the country.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Representatives of over 40 major

firms will interview students on December 26 and 27 at the
Commodore Perry Motor Inn. There is no cost to the student
WHO IS ELIGIBLE? All four-year students graduating in
December, 1968 and the calendar year 1969, living in Toledo's
14-county trading area. College students due to be released
during 1969 from active military service, or those recently released and not yet started in their careers; are also eligible.
(Not eligible: Former graduates seeking to change jobs, or
candidates for 1970 or later degrees.)

WOMEN FOR PROGRESSIVE
ACTION
Will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. 114
Education Building. This Is an organizational meeting open to all
women to propose legislation and
act as a pressure group on AWS.
INSURANCE CLUB
Will meet Friday at 10 p.m.
in the Taft Room of the University Union. Kenneth H. Haxger,
partner In the Huber, Harger,
Welt Insurance Agency In BowlGreen will speak on "The Acquisition, Merging, and Disposal of an
Insurance Agency." Coffee and donuts will be served.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Will sponsor a benefit dance for
Linda Wall and on Friday, 8-12 p.m.,
at the Armory. Music will be provided by the Primary Colors. Refreshments and the showing of experimental films will highlight the
night. Admission is 75 cents.

Name

Phon#

Home Addrtit

STUDENTS:

City and Slot*

Fill OUT AND MAIL

University

THIS COUPON NOW!

Zip Code
,

Major area of study
Date of graduation

Do it now while it's fresh in
Return toi
your mind.

Coupon

moy

be

filled out by graduates or their

rOlEOO AREA CHAMBER OP COMMERCE
III Huron Sira.t

SPIRIT AND TRADITIONS
BOARD
Will sponsor a Christmas Tree
Lighting to be held today at 6
p.m. in the Union Oval. Speakers
will be Nick Llcate and Reverend
Lloyd Bishop. The A Capella Choir
will perform.

•

Tolodo, Oh,o

4M04

parents. (Please print or type.)
BC
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University policy on academic honesty
—To communicate to all members of the unKc.slty community the conviction of
the university and Its faculty that cheating and plagiarism are destructive to the central purposes of the university and are universally disapproved.
—To state procedures for accomplishing the above objectives by students, faculty,
academic deans, and the University Academic Honesty Committee.
1. Both students and faculty should Initiate discussions which will lead to the elevation
of university mores on cheating and plagiarism.
2. Each faculty member should Include In his Introduction to a course:
(a) A statement of his policies with regard to cheating and plagiarism,
(b) Statements about examinations within the specific course, e.g., frequency,
kinds, Importance, and
(c) The statement that every Instance of dishonesty as defined In (a) will be reported as described elsewhere In this policy.
3. Insofar as possible, temptations to potential violators should be removed. Specific
suggestions Include:
(a) Only new tests should be used; samples of course tests may be filed by the
University Library. The Library will receive, file, and make available to students through the Closed Reserve System all tests forwarded by the teaching
faculty but will not actively procure or permanently retain such tests (unless
otherwise requested by a teaching department, the normal retention period
will not exceed five years).
(b) When test Items are similar to those used in the past, strict security should
be observed so that copies of such Items are not taken from the test area.
(c) Testing of large groups should be held In places other than rooms with high
density seating.
(d) There should be provision of sufficient proctors for the group being tested.
Assistance should be provided by instructors, and, where necessary, by
student assistants.
4. Faculty members should exemplify the highest levels of academic honesty at all
times.
5. Every Instance of academic dishonesty shall be reported to the Dean of the College
in which the student is enrolled and to the Dean of the College In which the course
is taught, either by the Instructor or by a student in the class where the Incident
occurs. A memorandum stating the nature of the report and the disposition of the
case shall be sent to the Academic Honesty Committee by the student's dean.
6. Penalties for offenses are defined as follows.
EXPULSION:
Dismissal with no provision for readmlsslon.
DISMISSAL for a stated
After the time has elapsed the student may
apply for readmlsslon on same basis as any
period of time:
student entering from another school.
SUSPENSION for a stated
period of time:

May not register again until stated period of
time has elapsed. The student is subject to
all regulations dealing with his status at the
time of suspension, e.g., academic warning.

FAILURE Is a course:

The student should be withdrawn from the
course and a grade of WF assigned.

FAILURE In part of a course
(test, paper, etc.):

In accordance with practices of Instructor.

WARNING:

Assigned by the Academic Dean. Facts are
recorded In student's record.

Each punishment shall be considered to be a punishment of greater degree than
the punishment listed below It (assuming dismissal time Is at least as long as suspension time).
7. Penalties for first offense shall be In accordance with the following table.
OFFENSE
MINIMUM PUNISHMENT
MAXIMUM PUNISHMENT
Cheating or plagiarism
„
Failure In course
Fallure on test or
In tests or other
»"
asslgnments In a
signment
course
Stealing , duplicating,
or selling examinations or examination
books

Suspension
quarters

two

Dismissal
for three
years and Institution of
civil proceedings

Substitution In class
for a significant
period without permission

Warning (for substitute) Fallure in course
(for enrolee)

Suspension for one year

Substitution In an
examination

Suspension
quarters

Dismissal for one year

Other cheating

Warning
Failure In course

for

for

two

Suspension for two quarters

For second offenses, the maximum penalty may be Increased to a longer period
of suspension or dismissal, or to a greater degree of punishment.
One Year Is defined as four consecutive quarters.
8. The University Academic Honesty Committee shall have appellate jurisdiction
In cases of academic dishonesty. Appeals are to be sent by the student In written
form to the committee, with copies to be filed with the Dean of the College In which
the student Is enrolled, and the Dean of the College In which the course is taught.
The committee shall have authority to Initiate review of any case, If it so desires,
and shall have authority to conduct an Investigation of a case de novo. Final appeal
Jurisdiction in any case rests with the President of the University.
9. This statement of policy shall be published In all catalog numbers of the University
Bulletin and once each quarter In the BG News.
Approved by the Faculty Senate October 15, 1968, on the basis of the report of
the Academic Honesty Committee, May 22, 1968.

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. WOOSTER ST.

For Your Books!!
BRING US YOUR BOOKS WHETHER THEY
ARE TO BE USED AGAIN OR NOT WE
JP
jj

PAY HIGHEST CURRENT "WHOLESALE"
PRICES ON "DROPS"!!

More Books For Your Money-More Money For Your Books
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Quarter ills might need year cure
By ALEX BURROWS
Student Writer

we bend over backwards to wave
something or make adaptions, such
as the substitution of courses."
(Editor's Note: This article is
Dr. Ort said the main advantage
the third in a series of articles of the quarter system in the Colon the quarter system.)
lege of Education Is the longer
At least two quarters may be student teaching period. He said
needed' to "iron out" the diffi- the student now teaches for a
culties of the new quarter system period of 11 weeks, a full quarat Bowling Green State University. ter, Instead of an eight-week perFrom the beginning, Dr. William iod which was half a semester.
T. Jerome III, president of the
"We can better meet the requireUniversity, has had negative Ideas ments of students when they go
about the new system from the to other states. We have had difadministrative point of view.
ficulty with Pennsylvania and New
"I'm not particularly impressed
York because our time was too
with the quarter system as yet," short," said Dr. Ort. He added
Dr. Jerome said. He mentioned that it also gives the student more
three main reasons:
exi>erlence in the classroom.
At the present time, the UniverDouble check advice
sity is not large enough to handle
Dr. George Herman, assistant
the quarter system.
dean of the College of Liberal
There is additional cost to the Arts, said, "I suppose it will be
quarter system. "Financially it
most of this year before we get
Is not paying off," Dr. Jerome all the 'bugs' out of the quarter
said.
system. The main thing we can
The University doesn't have the
say to the students is they should
facilities to accommodate the quar- mistrust any advice they get. They
ter system.
are going to get different infor"Whether we like it or not, mation from different people."
we're stuck with it. To convert to
Dr. Herman felt that the number
the quarter system the dollar pres- of hours a student is allowed to
sure was put on by the regents," take on the quarter system may
said Dr. Jerome. (The State of Ohio be too high. "On the quarter sysappoints "regents" to allocate tem 18 credit hours is a very
money to state-affiliated schools heavy load; if you get behind there
such as Bowling Green University. Isn't Urns to catch up with classes
In order to have all the state schools meeting every day. It may be that
on one system, the regents had the we will need to reconsider whether
power to cut off funds if the Uni- the load without special permission
versity didn't change to the quarter shouldn't be 12 to 18 as it is on
system.)
the semester system," Dr. HerDr. Jerome said there are grade min said.
and cost schedules to be processed
Dr. Stanley K. Coffman Jr. acaone more time which adds to the demic area vice-president and dean
work of the administrative employ- of facilities, said the main probees. He said also that the adjust- lems of the quarter system were
msnts in the way courses are
taught are not yet advantageous.
Students have already been complaining about the work and professors may be trying to Jam a
semester's work into a quarter,
he said.
From the administrative personnel in the three colleges, advantages and disadvantages were reported. These will take some tlms
to get used to.

converting semester hours to quarter hours, making sure students
didn't get hurt by the quarter system and the summer school problem.
"In previous summer schools
there were two seperate six-week
sessions. We decided to make the
summer sessions another quarter," Dr. Coffman said. He added
there have been many unfavorable
comments from both students and
faculty on this subject. Students
favor the two six-week sessions,
while teachers consider summer
, school an overload and don't like
to teach the full sum Tier. "So
what we're going to have In the
new sunnier school is a group
of freshman offerings which are
full quarter courses and the rest
of the summer courses are going
to be as before," Dr. Coffman
said.
"There's not much you can do
to make the transition to the quarter
system easy. Some schools have
taken a number of years to plan
It. We took one year," Dr. Coffman said. He doesn't think that the
University has been at a disadvantage in converting to the quarter system in such a short time.

V

Announcing the

Dr. Bond added that the time
problem is the main issue that will
burden students. "Most of them
don't know that once they get back
from Thanksgiving there is only a
week before they go Into finals.
We tried to alert students to the
fact that the pressure would build
very quickly, to stay on top of
things and not wait until the last
minute to try to catch up," said
Dr. Bond.
According to the general attitude of the administrative personnel interviewed, they seemed to
want to make the transition go as
smoothly as possible. They have
published a pamphlet called "Quarter Questions" which answers many
questions the student might have
about the system.

arrival of our new
collection of

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
When you care enough
to send the very best.

University
Bookstore
In the Student Services Center

ahr
ttntwratty

No particular difference
Dr. James G. Bond, vice-president of student affairs, said he
hasn't noticed any particular difference in his work load but has
noticed problems arising in the area
of housing. "Right now we have
as many or more applications for
winter housing as we had for the
fall quarter. We Just don't know
what Impact the quarter system
is going to have on these features,"

* THE zip
** PRIMARY^
COLORS
Linda Walland '**
Benefit Dance
**.

f

Overall accum. important now'
Dr. Wayne A. Johnson, assistant dean of the College of Business Administration, when asked
If he was satisfied with the quarter system said, "It's almost too
early to tell but so far I think
It will work out fine."
Dr. Johnson added, however:
"Students, especially at the Junior
and senior level who are now on
warning stand a much better chance
of being dropped with this system.
Before, with a 2.00 semester average the student was allowed to continue on warning status. No longer
do we look at the individual grades,
it is simply the accum." said
Dr. Johnson.
Dr. Johnson said the student
should check into his accum requirements for a particular quarter or year and be sure that he
will get the required quarter average.
He may have to obtain
higher than a 2.00 average to stay
in school.
Regarding the problems d' -tly relating to admlnlstratl- .nanpower, Dr. Johnson mentlo; ed two:
"The mere fact that we have three
of everything Instead of two of
everything creates a problem of
time and personnel," Dr. Johnson said. He said we now have
three registrations which consume
four of five days of our time each
term.
"Another problem arises in
terms of faculty scheduling. With
the three - hour blocks It was
easy to schedule the faculty mem bers' time. Now the faculty may be
teaching four-hour courses, threehour courses and two-hour courses," Dr. Johnson said. It Is harder to schedule the faculty Into this
odd arrangement of time blocks
when they are teaching courses
that might meet every day of the
week.
Dr. Vergil K. Ort, assistant
to the dean of the College of Education, Is Involved with the registration of students. "So far we haven't
had anv problems we couldn't solve.
In general It has gone very
smoothly," Dr. Ort said.
About changing from the semester to the quarter he said; "U
it handicaps the student in any W

Dr. Bond said.
In Dr. Bond's department, the
m.Un concern in making the transition easier is to work with students on a counseling basis. "We
do this through orientation and by
informal contacts with students,"
Dr. Bond said.

%
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REFRESHMENTS

SUNDAY
TIMES

LIGHT SHOW

Some people read the Sunday Times. Our customers do, too,
but Sunday Times also means, "Have a ball." Men are coming
to life these days. Take the window pane suit, (or example.
It's just one of the many new patterns for men at the U. Shop.
Go the Edwardian style, gals. It's smart, . . . fashionable and
it's at the U. Shop

EXPERIMENTAL FILMS

£bcMniucrsit}|SliopfvSS

CHAR1TARLE DONATION 75«

THE BROTHERS
OF KAPPA SIGMA
CONGRATULATE
NEW
OFFICERS

i Practical or Priceless-—
the prized
|
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
I
Come From
1

g

| Krickshaw Gift Shop
"There's no doubt that whatever you
decide to spend, you'll find a present

Jrand Master—Denny Peltola
Grand Procurator—John 3achey
Grand Master of Ceremonies—Con Robertson

to reflect your tastefulness"

II Come Open

The "Red Door" Soon

GranJ Treasurer—Sob Foster
Grand Scribe—Mark McKinstry
Push Chairman—Bruce 3uzogany
Pledge Trainer—Jay Balluck

1

Steward—John Lintner
House Manager-—Jeff i5arron

| Krickshaw Gift Shop

Alumni Correspondent—Chuck Coilins
Historian—Gary Poulos

|

Cards-Gift Wrappings

Open Doily Until 9:00

| 139 E.Wooster St.

Ph. 353-6691

|
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SDS head cuts educators

sline Why aren't there more tables and chairs in the commuter center
to use when studying?

More tables and chairs are on the way! Just before Thanksgiving vacation, five more tables with five chairs to a table were
ordered for the study area, and more tables and chairs were
ordered for the lunchroom area. According to Mrs. Hazel Smith,
director of the commuter center, the new equipment should arrive
sometime next month.

By SUE CRAWFORD
Staff Writer

In a speech last night in Unrevolutionary movement which
iversity HalL Klonsky accused the
would take its root from within
educators of today's colleges of
the university," he said.
"trying to sell America to the
"This change must take place
students."
if students are to attain a lareer
The SDS leader made reference voice In the operation of their
to the Boston Tea Party rebellion
universities."
in an attempt to illustrate that
Klonsky noted that "at Antloch
Americans consider this act patCollege, students have the final
riotic, while they consider any
say in the selection of curriculradical act today Communist Inum, hiring and firing of faculty
spired and totally unpatriotic.
members, and university rules
Klonsky further accused trustand regulations concerning housees and administrators of Aming.
These are the goals we
erican universities of being "Capwant to attain at a national
tains o; industry" In that they are level."
solely Interested in furthering
In conclusion, Klonsky pointed
their own financial well-being.
out to the group that SDS has
He told the group of how these
been stereotyped as a "commununiversities are "leasing their
ist Inspired organization." He
professors and researchers to
rebuffed, "You can call me a
government agencies for the devcommunist, an anarchist, a soclopment of such items as napalm,
ialist, or a Marxist—1 don't care.
germ warfare, and other items for
You see I just mjght •*» all those,
military use."
but that's Just mil."
"We as students must enact a

Is the typical college student
of today being brainwashed?
Mike Klonsky, national secretary of Students for a Democratic
Society, says yes.

A Man For All
Seasons' opens
8 p.m., Friday

Could you please tell me more about the Falcon Ranch, and
how to get there?

The Falcon Hanch Is located about 15 mllesout of Bowling Green.
It Includes a barn, with a hayloft, and can be rented out. It also
includes horseback riding, and hayrldes.
To get there, travel about 6 miles east on route 6, until you
get to route 23. Then turn right and go about 8 miles south, crossing past route 281. Take a left on Bays Ho ad, and one mile down
take a right onto Wayne Road, until you come to the ranch.

"A Man for All Seasons" by
Robert Bolt will be performed at
8 p.m., December 6 and 7 In the
Joe E. Brown Theatre. The play
will be a Readers Theatre production.
The Readers Theatre format
concentrates on the underlying as
well as the obvious character development and on idea exploration.
The Theatre also blends transitional theatre and oral Interpretation.
Sir. Thomas Moore will be port rayed by Gary Maurer(Masalllon); the common man, Jim Burton (Mansfield); King Henry VTIL
Hal Dalrymple (South Amherst);
I.ady Alice Moore, Leslie Flanders (Canton); Thomas Cromwell,
Bob Arnold (Cleveland); and William Roper, Dave Gibson (Massillon).
Dr. Lois Cheney, assistant professor of speech, is directing the
play, assisted by Frank Glann,
a doctoral student In theatre.
All tickets will be general admission. The Theatre Box Office
will open at 7 p.m., December 6
and 7.

Paul's Back At

THE SHACK
"THE PROVERBIAL
FIG LEAF"
From 9:00-1:30
EVERY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
SPECIAL EVERY TUES NIGHT

PARTY TIME-Ann M. Mohoney, sophomore in the College of
Education, ond Herbert R. Bio*, senior in the College of Education, played Mr. and Mrs. Santa Clous TuesJay night at a party
for North and Anderson Halls. Photo by Lorry Nighswonder.

Let us help you...to be
the man that remembers.

WTTO Presents |

{fie association
BLOUSE
SWEATER
SKIRT
DRESS
SUIT

ROBE
PAJAMAS
GOWN
SLIP
HOSIERY

COAT
SLACKS

I BERMUDAS,

IN CONCERT

SHOES

University off Toledo Fiold House

GLOVES
RING

Toledo, Ohio
Sunday December 15 7PM
Tickets: $4.50, 3.50, 2.50

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■«■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■«■(

FREE

HOLIDAY
WRAPPING

Jk

Charge
Accounts

..»■•>

'. #'.V .■

i%association

Layaways
V Available

Please enclose a self-address stamped envelope
;■«■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
Please send check or money order only to:
Toledo Theatrical Productions, 4427 Talmadge
Rd.,Suite K, Toledo, Ohio 43623

OPEN
9:30-5:30

Please find check or money order enclosed for—
tickets.
Name.
City—

■

—- —

**"■

:T

.

•

.. Address
Zip—Phone.

State.

'■

*

■

■

■
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Delivery or stop in our red carpet lounge at 1004 S. Main.

classifieds

PLAYING THIS WEEK-WEDNESDAY Through SATURDAY at ttie
C.L,
the NEW SPIRIT BAND.
THEY'RE REALLY GOOD.

LAST CHANCE to apply to the
PEACE CORPS and take Placement Test. Univ. Hall, Today &
Tomorrow.

Congratulations, Jane and Steve,
on your engagement. We're just
lovln' It! Alpha Chi Pledges.

WANTED: Attractive, Intelligent,
hip coed to share Apt. expenses
and holiday warmth over Xmas
vacation. Must be of good cheer.
Call Tom 352-1482.

Fern - Study like 90 for finals!
Santa sez, make grades. Matty
Matell.

To my Phi Psl Little, Gary Good Luck on finals. See you at
Activation. Your Big. Rock.

Want to see Diana Ross and the
Supremes In Concert? Call John,
233 H-B, 2207, for Details.

Undergraduate Alumni Association
sez see you at the B.G. - Niagara Game.

Special
Forces:
Thanks for a
GREAT time Saturday. We're lovln'
those "C" Rations! Laura, Candy,
Karen, and Susie.

DON'T FORGET at the C.I. Wed.
and Thurs. - QUARTER NIGHTFrl afternoon - FREE JUKE AND
NO COVER

To Duck with Love: Happy 21st!
Dum ' )uni and Louie.

Pam B. and John C: Sigma AI-

FOR SALE
stereo Amp - 120 w., Scott 260
high quality, half-price. Call 3067.
1966 Mercury Monterey, Excellent
Cond., 2-D HUT., British Green
with White Int. New tires, power
& Automatic stereo tape & Reverb
Unit. Ph. 352-2755 (evenings).
4-D 1960 Bulck LeSabre, best offer. Call 352-5678.
'66 Chevelle SS 396 HDT. 4-spd.,
posltractlon, Gray, Black vinyl top.
$1700.
354-3412 after 4:30 p.m.
1960 Plymouth, power brakes, power steering, good engine. $150 or
best offer. CALL Bob 352-5582.
•64 Ply. Sport Fury conv., Grelth
Country Gentleman Guitar - Call
Bob 686-3547 After 5:30.
FOR RENT
Sublet - Greenvlew - Male. Ph.
352-5468.
Apt. vacancy for 1 male - share
with 2 other, 6 furnished rooms,
$50/mo., 2 blocks from campus.
Grad Student preferred. 354-6655.
Male student needs an Apt. for
2nd Quarter - Call Linda rm.
256 W. Ext. 3031.

S.S. Roofing Repairs, Chimneys remodeled. Over 30 years of experience. Best Material used. Call
collect 22501 or 836-2722.

Individual Pizzas from 90?. Call
353-1444 or 352-5177 for Free

NOW Thru Ties.
Dec. 10

Barb: Get well quick - Your Kappa Delta Sisters.
KD Slgs say - Congratulations
Ma re la, your Teak Pin Is Beautlful.
Linda, Don finally came through.
Congratulations on your new ring.
Kappa Delta.
Best Wishes, V. on your Betrothal... E. and B.
Have your last night of fun at
the C.I. before going home on
DECEMBER 12. LIVE MUSIC by
NEW SPIRIT BAND.
(Continued on Page 10)

HHLJBSB.
Get your tickets from the UNDERGRADUATE

evening* at 7:15 & 9:30- Sat.. 4:45 -Sun. 2:20 & 4:45
SMA

THIS IS
THE TRUE STORY
OF THE
SELF-CONFESSED,
BOSTON
STRANGLER.

With
Tony Curtis

pha Mobbley blob wishes you the
best! Tangway and Kar.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION for the BG vs Niagara
game at the Cleveland Arena, December 19. We
are offering the best $3.00 seats for $2.00 and
this price will also admit you to the dance after
the game.

TICKETS
ARE
ON SALE DEC. 3,4,5, and 6
in the Union Lobby and in Memorial Hall..

20th Century Fo»
presents

BOSTON STRANGLER

STADIUM VIEW APTS, CLOUGH
ST. EXTENSION, OPPOSITE BG
STADIUM, BG'S FINEST
NEW
ADULT/FAMILY APT. COMMUNITY. Exceptionally large 1-2-3
bedroom suites, 11/2-2 baths,
fully carpeted, air - cond, swimming pool and cable TV. Rentals
from $140 Include all utilities except electricity. OPEN 7 DAYS A
WEEK, 10 a.m. TO 8 p.m. FOR
INFORMATION,
CALL 352-5088
BATES AND SPRINGER, INC.,
MANAGERS.
FOR RENT: 1-2 Bedroom Apts.
Imm. occupancy. Greenvlew Apts.
Office 2 to 8.
WANTED: Female Roommate for
2nd and 3rd Quarters. Call 71
Greenvlew after 4 p.m. - 3525627.
Room for 2 men students. Bunk
beds, refrigerator, and privileges.
$130 per month. 354-0683.

CHRISTMAS

Girl needs Apt. near campus. Carol 312 Dunbar.
WANTED: Female roommate. Glnny 353-4713.
LOST AND FOUND
Men's Watch - Alligator Watchband. Lost near Library. If found
please contact Tom Kec. 352-5522
or Apt. 8 Georgetown Manor. $20
Reward.
WANTED

All that's required is a pleasant visit to our
sport coat department. You can be a sport
of a memorable sport, when you select
jackets like these for the important names
on your "traditional only" list. Tailored with
aplomb: a double breasted blazer, corduroy
norfolk jacket, bold plaid and a shaped
check coat, Plus - the right furnishings
to accompany them.

Riders to and from Florida during Xmas vacation. Call Jim, 3524313.
Ride wanted to New York City area
after Friday 13. 354-7431.
I'M ...

Typists needed now to work on
1968-69 yearbook staff. Voluntary
work. Call 2421 or stop In at 310
Student Activities Center.
Companionship and money needed
will take riders to destinations
along Ohio and Pa. Turnpikes as
far as Lancaster, Pa. Leaving early
Dec. 10, returning Jan 5. Contact
Emily at 353-2451.
Riders Wanted to Adbury Park
vicinity In N.J. Leaving Dec. 12,
a.m. Call JEFF 3361-3.
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BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
ECHO HILL CAMPS OF Clinton,
N.J. announces openings for men
and women counselors for the coming summer. Interested students
should contact Mr. or Mrs. Berkobln Box 5168, Clinton, N.J. 08809.
Little Janet: Do
Big Sister Mu.

you know yet?

Looks more like you every day,
Mike - The Pregnant Pony.
. ■ i -

......*•'■•

....

THE DEN
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J.D. Jacksonartist
with ideas
By RICH BERGEMAN
Staff Writer
J.D. Jackson Is afraid of a price
tag.
The Negro artist, a senior In
both the Colleges of Liberal Arts
and Education, is currently displaying his art in the Promenade
Lounge of the Union. The exhibition Includes mostly abstract
oil paintings, a number of which

/^-\

J.D. Jackson

IN
THE
GALLERY-J.D.
■tai
in
the Promenade
Lourujo, where his works are
currently on display.

are for sale.
None, however,
carry a marked price.
They are marked Instead "price
on request."
"I don't want to lose the esthetic
value of the painting by bringing
In a commercial element of price,"
said Jackson.
He believes that as soon as a
person sees a price that is beyond
his means, he turns away before
he has a chance to enjoy the
painting. By marking his paintings
as he did, Jackson feels that anyone truly interested in buying will
make the effort to contact him.
"At least If you cannot buy,
you can still enjoy," he remarked.
Jackson Is dedicated to preserving art for art's sake while letting
commercial gain remain secondary in Importance.
He explained, "I realize that
I must sell, but I don't want to
make art a consumer's good. Most
of the things I paint I do with personal feeling and each painting
takes on something personal In my
life. If I can pass on this esthetic
expression to someone else then
that's fine, I make the exchange.
I don't like the word 'sale'."
Jackson came to Bowling Green
on a basketball grant and art
scholarship, but he developed
chronic bursltus of the knee his
freshman year and was forced to
give up basketball. He then focused
his full attention to developing his
artistic talents.
He was encouraged to come here
rather than go to a more predominantly Negro school by former
BG student Al Dlxon, with whom
he played basketball at Toledo
Scott High School, and also because
he felt that the University had a
promising art department.
In describing his art, Jackson
said, "I concentrate on the more
de-humanlzed art that represents
the more abstract realm. But I
have to show people that I am an
artist and that my abstract Is still
art, so I do some academic works.
I use realistic art as a selling
card for my abstract art."
He Is constantly striving to "be
seen as an artist, instead of a
Black man doing art," but is understandably aware of what he term 3d
"the dilemma in American society," and feels "a yearning to
express this in some creative
fashion."
"There is a definite need
building in my emotions to paint
more of what I am—Black. I feel
it's time for a culture that has
been suppressed for so very long
to take It's proper perspective
in today's society," he said.
This expression of his feelings
is evident in some of the paintings on display.

WEAPONS FOR THE ARTIST-A fistful of brushes are Jackson's
tools in painting.

AT FASE--Jackson takes a breather, sitting beside one of his
paintings.
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THE SECOND ANNUAL UAO

VISITING:
NETHERLANDS
BELGIUM
FRANCE
Pi
SSK
SSI*,

SWITZERLAND
ITALY
AUSTRIA
GERMANY
ENGLAND

TOTAL COST: UNDER $700.00
REGISTRATION - IN
UNION ACTIVITIES OFFICE
.
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More about

Undergraduate |
Alumni Association j
EXTENDS BEST WISHES I
FOR
I
THE HOt/DAY SEASON, i

Fish &
Fries
HAM1URGERS

45<

1-75 opening

(Continued from Page 1)
terrupted work for four weeks
during the Initial process of construction, and an equipment strike
shut down all operations tor a month
and a half during this past summer.
Chrlstensen further pointed out
that the new $11.6 million highway will be Jointly maintained by
the state of Ohio and by Wood
County.
However, the Bowling Green
Route 6 by-pass will not be ready
until some time this spring. According to Chrlstensen, there is
still paving to be completed, guard
rails to be installed, and additional grading to be done.
When 1-75 is entirely completed,
It will cut through a total of eight
counties. Various segments remain
to be finished, Including the vital
link which will cut through the heart
of downtown Toledo.
"Governor Rhodes has predicted

Christmas
When you cue enough
to send tde very best

University
Bookstore

that the program will be completed
by the end of 1971," stated Chrlstensen, "I hate to go against the
boss's optimistic beliefs, but I
personally doubt if it will be finished by this date."
Despite the advantages and conveniences of the new highway, there
is at least one negative aspect
to it. Many Bowling Green merchants will most likely face a
decrease In business, and In some
Instances it will be a very sharp
and harmful one.
A spokesman for the Perkins
Restaurant and Market noted that
while "some truckers are regular
customers, there has already been
a noticeable decline In business."
Mr. Perkins said that the bigger
trucks have been by passing Bowling Green for some tlm>3 due to
a weight ordinance of the city, and
that now with the completion of
1-75 "everyone stands to lose a
lot."
Other merchants agreed. "Itwlll
surely hurt my business," said a
concerned Joe Mason, operator and
owner of Mason's Gulf Service,
South Main at Napoleon Road. Mason was not disturbed at the possible loss of potential tourist customer s because "they are a small
part" of his labor and parts sales.
"However," he said, "50 to 60
per cent of my gasoline business
Is with trucks, and a decline In
that would really hurt."
On the other hand, several merchants believe that there will be
little or no effect on their busl-

November Winner-John Pomeroy,
930 East Wooster, B.G., 0.

Come In And Register!
JUST ARRIVED
SHIPMENT OF

ness as a result of the opening
of 1-75. As one operator of a
downtown restaurant said, "most
of my business is from college
students and their parents and as
long as the university remains
here I should stay out of the
red."
One long timu inhabitant of the
city had an interesting comment.
"It has been a long time since
this street has been quiet. I hated
progress because It turned this
peaceful town Into a congested thoroughfare for noisy, speeding
trucks
now, though, I am thankful for progress because it will
return Bowling Green to the quiet
way of life it once enjoyed."

U.S., N. Viet near
talks agreement
PARIS (AP)- American and North
Vietnamese envoys moved toward
agreement yesterday on arrangements for opening the four-way
talks to end the war In Vietnam.
A U.S. source expressed hope that
full agreement would be reached by
the weekend.
Ambassador C'yrun R. Vance and
Col. Ha Van Lau registered progress, U.S. sources said, but only
after accusing each other of starting
a round of new hostilities between
their forces.
Lau handed Vance a note from the
Hanoi government accusing the Americans of breaking President Johnson's promise to halt attacks
ag.-Unst North Vietnam.
Vance countered with complaints
of hos own during the three-hour
talk. He blamed the North Vietnamese for shooting at U.S. reconnaissance planes and for themselves sallying Into the DMZ.
The United States and North Vietnam have been holding ambassadorial meetings In Paris since May.
Now they will be Joined by a South
Vietnamese delegation and one from
the Viet Cong's National Liberation
Front.

Classifieds

PALMER SWEATERS
Most popular sweater in America...
the Arnold Palmer cardigan
by Robert Bruce!
It's the sweater of the sixties ... designed by Arnie himself
and tailored by Robert Bruce in a great links-stitchod blend of
50% alpaca/50% wool, to wear anytime, anywhere! It's handsomely
detailed ... comes in many magnificent new
colors. Sizes S, M, L, XL. $23.00

w
ROBERT HRl JC

(Continued from Page 7)
Pre-exam jitters? Relax to the
music of the Primary Colors, 8-12
p.m. Friday, B.C. Armory.
Don and Marcle:
on your pinning.

Congratulations
Beth

Pagllal's Pizza, Free Delivery 3531444 or 352-5177, 1004 S. Main.
Dad- Your daughters are waiting.
(& Mom too)!I -COO.
Art Majors and Minors Body Painting Party Dec. 6-9 p.m.- 12, Art
Bldg. Art Guild forming at that
time.
Ivan - We love you. Glad you're
in!! — 000.
Slg Eps: We had a rlp-roarln'
foot-stompln', knee slappln' timeGamma Phi's.

BE A

Try Outs for AWS Style Show!
Dec . 5 at 7 p.m. — Education
Building Auditorium. Wear school
clothes & bring heels.

WINNER

Marcla, Congrats on your Lavallering to Terry. Chi O Pledges.

in
9
Fashion
• Color

Have a heart, help Linda get a
new Kidney. Benefit Dance for Linda Walland Fri, Dec. 6, 8-12 at
the Armory. Music by the Primary Colors.

• Quality

NICHOLS
Traditional and Men's
Clothiers
OPEN FRIDAY TIL t
IN S. Mala
Ph. 3M-7871

Delta Phi Delta Art Auction Sat
Dec. 7, 9-5 p.m. Art Bldg.
Ralph tt Vlckl: Congratulations on
your engagement! Geneo.
IS CHRISTMAS YOUR BAG? Save
Dec. 11 - BIG CHRISTMAS PARTY
at the C.L - LIVE SANTA - GIFTS
for GALS present, LIVE MUSIC
by NEW SPIRIT BAND plus the
usual QUARTER NIGHT.
GIFTS FOR ALL IN GEM STONE
JEWELRY. R. Younkln 343 S. Main
B.G.
Thanks to all by PR's, Being
a Sponsor and lovln' it..
Lerllee.
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Fa/cons stunned90-88at
buzzer of 2nd overtime
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
Yes, world, there Is a Bowling
Green basketball team!
The Falcons dropped their second game In three encounters to

the St. Joseph's Hawks last night
in double-overtime, 90-88.
It was the first home reversal
In 12 outings for BG, but those
fans present In Anderson Arena
got a treat that few could expect
when the Falcons extended power-

TWO POINTS?-All eye* ore on the boll just shot by Rich Walker
(33), including captain Dick Rudgers (52) who was the Falcons'
clutch player in their heartbreaking 90-88 loss to St. Joseph's
last night.

Henson nets 38 but
Frosh lose 100-92
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
Playing against one of the best
amateur basketball teams In the
country, the Falcon freshmen
squad rose to the occasion, but
the clock above them was not on
their side last night as Shur Fine
Foods nipped them 100-92.
Lewayne Henson, a 6-4 center
from Gary, Indiana, scored a phenomenal 38 points for the Bowling
Green frosh on 14 field goals and
10 fouls, but It was not enough to
offset the star-studded visitors.
Freshman coach John Piper
called his aggressive center "the
outstanding player in the game"
which was quite a compliment
considering the opposition featured such recent MAC stars as
Willie Baabione, Jim Cox, Bob
Mix (Steve's brother), and last
year's Toledo captain, Don White.
After rallying for a 49-47 halftime lead, the Baby Falcons began another comeback with three
minutes left and trailing 96-68,
but the clock was permitted to
run continuously at this point because of a league rule concerning
pre-game time for the varsity.
Piper told his team after the
game, • "the other team didn't
beat you, the clock did."
The first year BG coach had
scheduled the talented amateur
club after being unable to fill
the date with another collegiate
team and he decided to choose a
very good non-colleglate team rather than just any team.
The frosh had their older, experienced opponents on the run
and wore them out in the first
half in which they outscored them
14-0 at one point. Mike Gardner,
5-9 Falcon guard chipped In 10
points In the first 20 minutes as
Henson scored 20 before intermission.
The losers got their second
life late In the game, after Shur
Fine Foods had regained the lead
with accurate shooting and excellent playmaklng, but it was too

late and the seconds just kept
■ticking.
"I think we got our confidence
back and the fans behind us in
this one," concluded the proud
Baby Falcon coach who had been
disappointed in losing the opener
to the Flndlay
Junlo- Varsity.
Aaron Smith got back In the
groove with 16 points and John
Webster added 14 to back up Henson's 38 for the home five. Shur
Fine Foods was led by John Ayllng with 31 and Jim Cox a former ALL-MAC forward, with 21.

Intramural notes
Clio '< Winters, a senior from
Rochester,, N.Y. won the 4-wall
pa:.-llebnll c hampion.;' i; defeating
St-.-w Thompson In the final match
21-12, 17-21, and 21-15. Both men
plan to enter the national collegiate finals to be held at the U.
of Michigan later in the year.
Phi Delta Theta captured the
Greek volleyball championship as
they downed Sigma Chi in the
finals 15-9, 15-12. Earlier the
Sigs defeated SAE in the semifinals 15-11, 14-16, ant< 15-12.
The Large Fellas of Bromfleld
took the Independent volleyball
crown defeating Salem's Farmers
of Rodgers Quadrangle In the final
match.
The final volleyball standings
have been announced.
League
winners include Salems FarmersRG1; Seres-Kohl and Raseals-RGl;
Large Fellas-HB; Kohl MlnersKohl; Hot Dogs-RGl; all in the
Independent categories.
Fraternity champs Include Sigma Chi, Sigma Alpha Epsllon,
Phi Delta Theta, Kappa Sigma,
Sigma Phi Epsllon, and Delta Upsllon.
Current Standings for
All Sports Trophy
Independent
Rodgers Gl
83
Fraternity
Sigma Alpha Epsllon
42
Sigma Chi
31,5

ful St. Joe's the full limit with t
team minus the graduated Walt
Platkowski and company.
"The kids played a great ball
game; they played their hearts
out," aid Falcon coach Bob Conlbear.
"We were a little over-anxious,
but I just let them play and ride
It out," said Conlbear. "I was
pleased with a lot of performances," he added.
St. Joseph's threw apressonthe
Falcons at the beginning of the
contest and It vlsably upset BG;
the Falcons making a number of
costly turnovers. The Hawks used
the BG mlscues along with a fast
break to bolt out in front, 10-2.
Conlbear brought in guard John
Frazer to supplement regulars
Dick Rudgers and Rich Walker
after St. Joe's was maintaining
a 9 to 13 point lead.
Bowling Green then started to
settle down and cut a 22-10 deficit down to 24-18.
"Frazer was the turning point
In bringing us back; he made us
go," said Conlbear. "We were a
real fine team and I'm Just proud
that we could stay in there the way
we did."
Dan McLemore hit a Jumper to
the right of the key near the end of
the half and converted a charity
toss for the three point play that
gave BG the lead at halftlme.
BG had an eight point jtoad with
only five minutes remaining but
the Hawks came back to close
the gap at 71-71.
With 37 seconds left In the ball
game, Rudgers was fouled in the
act of shooting, and his second
charity attempt put BG back up by
one. Sharpshooter Dan Kelly, who
scored 24 points for the Hawks,
then shot from the right corner but
the ball went high off the rim and
settled in the grateful hands of Jim
Connally, who was fouled on the
play.
He made one which put BG up
74-72 but Ed Leonarczyk hit at the
buzzer to send the game Into overtime.
The tension was setting so thick
that you could cut it with a machete.
The Hawks went up by three, 77-74
but BG came back late in the extra
stanza to tie it up again at 82-82.
Rudgers stole the ball and hit a
jumper with only nine seconds remaining.
The second overtime had the
Falcons on top 88-86 with 1:20 left
but St. Joseph's came back with
four straight points and handed BG
the heartbreaking defeat.
The
Hawks stole the ball with only four
seconds to go and Tom Lynch hit
a lay up all alone as time ran out.
"I was really fearful when we
went Into overtime. Since we had
been ahead, I thought we might let
down and really get bombed," said
coach Conlbear. "After the first
overtime I thought we would win
though; we gained back the psychological edge when we came from
behind." he added.
Rudgers was high man for BG
with 25 markers while Connally
added* 21. McLemore with 17 and
Walker's 12 were other Falconsln
double figures. Mike Hauer, a
moose under the boards, was tops
for St. Joe's with 25 and guard
Kelley was right behind with 24.
A tough one to lose? Yes.
But the future, which seemed
quite cloudy before, is now seeing the sun start to shine through.

LOOK OUT JIM-John Connolly (40) of St. Joseph's defends against Falcon center Jim Connolly (15) holding the ball.
Photos by Dave McCoy

1 M. 0. C.
■;srrnU Machine on Campus)
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
VOLKSWAGEN NEEDS!

©

LOU laRICHE, INC.

9*0 Plaza at Route 224 East
Flndlay, Ohio
TELEPHONE 422-6424
WE OFFER EVENING SALES* SERVICE - MONDAY
AND THURSDAY TIL 9 P.M.
(opp. Ft. Flndlay Shopping Center)

J' Secret \
<y Santa Gifts V
4/

\

Candy, Canes, Gift-wraps,
Door Decorations,Cards,
Everything for Christmas

txfisEYS DfRUGS
500 E. Wooster
Across From Campus By The Tracks

Alpha Phi Omega
And
Student Council
CO-OP BOOKSTORE
LOCATED IN YOUR DORMS

THEY'RE FOR YOUR BENEFIT
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Dr. Trevor Phillips

'Helping mold tradition'
lly SUSAN PUHCELI.
Staff Writer
Dr. Trevor Phillips relaxes In
his office to speak of EDUCATION.
But, his eyes sparkle conveying enthusiasm, his hands move explaining his message--and the old topic
of education takes on a new, pure
note specifically turned In to DC.
"I feel that Howling Green Is
more of a challenge than, let's
say, lierkely or Columbia, because
here I'm, helping to mold a traltlon," says the 41-year-old Canadian about his six years teachins stint at Howling Green.
A familiar face to Education
408 students Dr. Phillips philosophy of teaching stems from
his dedication to the belief that
prospective teachers should aim
lo form their own teaching methods, Instead of accepting those
they were taught. He feels that
what is Important Is not the particular course that Is being taught,
but the way In which It Is taught.
That Is, the method used In teaching.
Horn in Manchester, England,
Dr. Phillips moved to Montreal,
Canada with his family at an early
age. A graduate of the University of Connecticut he taught high
school history In Montreal for
H years.
teaching toward his
overflowing bookcase he paused
and said, "As a high school teacher I became fascinated with the
process of Interaction In the classroom."
That fascination has flourished
and today Dr. Phillips Is one of
three editors of "New Directions
In Teaching," a non-Journal committed to the improvement of
undergraduate teaching. He feels
that too much emphasis has been

Commuter's communication
:

Commuter Kepresentative Al Baldwin caujht
the eye of photogropher Glen Epploston at a recent mcctinq of Student Council.
Epples'->n
shot this scries «f pictures as Baldwin, one of
Council's more expressive members, participated
in the meetinj.

'

Dr. Trevor Phillips

placed on graduate students in the
past, and is striving for education
of a better quality among underloads. "In a humble sort of way

I'm trying to enhance the student
by making his education an 'experience'."
He loves to read. A single
etching hangs on his wall, but
squeezed In between his philosophy
of education books are offbeat
newspapers, "The Harrad Experiment" and his favorite classics.
Speaking on American ways, he
said he believed all the propaganda about liberty, justice and
democracy. "What I found when
I came to live In the U.S. were
people who were hung-up on nouns
and unprepared to face reality
of adverbs. Liberty became free
living, Justice became living
honorably and fairly, and democracy became living democratically. We are all unwilling to
put nouns into practice."
Actively working for his 'own
thing' on campus, Dr. Phillips said
his role as professor Is trying to make the student think for
themselves, instead of being "yes
men" to their superiors.
"I
want students to respond to authoritarianism as hum.ui beings,"
he explained, "and not to react
to it as a mob."

Photos by
CLASS DISCUSSION-Dr. Phillips' Education
class discusses why students should use "sir"
when addressing a teacher.
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Glen Eppleston
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